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Background 
Info

The 2019 GAIL Survey was sent out 

on March 18th, to current GAIL users.

Its purpose was to gather feedback 

and guide future system updates.

Results were published on April 22nd 

on the GAIL Resources site.



Action Items
1. New Constituent Tiles

2. UGA Employment History

3. Employer Short Screen

4. Records Information Portal

5. Single Page Marketing Efforts

6. Simplifying Multi-Level Event Registration

7. More BEE Templates

8. Email Alerts for Expiring and Expired Plan Steps

9. One Click Historical Plans



1 New 
Constituent 
Tiles

Two new info tiles: 

❏ The 1st will display the groups and 

committees that a constituent is a member of. 

❏ The 2nd will display the status of UGA 

employees.

We’ve assessed that it is feasible to add new info 

tiles to contain this information.

For group memberships, may not be faster than 

navigating to relationships >> group member.

We’d love your feedback.

GOAL PROGRESS



1  New Constituent Tiles
We asked our GAIL Steering Committee at the 

December 11th, 2019, meeting if they were 

interested in new info tiles for group membership 

and UGA employee status. 

Here’s what they said:



UGA 
Employment 
History2

For UGA employees, you’ll be able to see new and 

old positions held on their relationships tab.

Done! This is already happening! One thing to note 

is that this applies from January 2019 onward.

GOAL PROGRESS



Employment 
Short 
Screen3

Make adding new employment information easier 

by putting relevant fields all on one tab instead of 

separating them over three.

Here are our ideas for those wanting to simplify the process 

getting employment info into GAIL:

❏ Submit an AskIT ticket to records if you don’t have 

time to make employment changes yourself,

❏ We’re looking into adding a quick “send to 

records”-type button to constituent profiles.

GOAL PROGRESS



Records 
Information 
Portal4

For the GAIL resources site, a new Records Portal 

that would contain an FAQ section, instructional 

guides for updating constituent data, and a 

masterlist of constituent information sources.

One major step towards this goal has been creating 

a records G-Wiz.

Also held our first Records Q&A during summer 

workshops.

GOAL PROGRESS



4  Records Information 
4  Portal

We asked our GAIL Steering Committee at the 

December 11th, 2019, meeting what information 

about the records in GAIL would they like to know 

more about. 

Here’s what they said:



Single Page 
Marketing 
Efforts5

Create both your package and segment inside your 

marketing effort. 

Also provide shortcut links to make navigating 

between your BEE email and your DME easier.

Done! New links were added to the sidebar to easily 

get to selection requests, BEE, and package and 

segment creation.

Combine this with the DME dashboard and you 

can complete your DME all in one place.

GOAL PROGRESS



Simple 
Multi-level 
Registration6

The more complex your event is, the longer it takes 

for people to register. We will be looking into 

options to lessen the amount of clicks for our event 

invitees.

Currently evaluating new event page offered 

through Blackbaud that could help alleviate the 

issue of multi-level event registration overload. 

GOAL PROGRESS



6  Simple Multi-level 
4  Registration

We asked our GAIL Steering Committee at the 

December 11th, 2019, meeting if they were 

interested in having the multi-level event 

registration page sign-up process simplified. 

Here’s what they said:



More BEE 
Templates7

Add more templates to BEE. We’ve performed some preliminary review and 

generated some initial ideas. Next steps will be to solicit 

more specific feedback about templates to help guide 

the process a little more. 

If you’d like some inspiration, here’s something you can 

check out: https://beefree.io/templates/

GOAL PROGRESS

https://beefree.io/templates/


7  More BEE Templates
We asked our GAIL Steering Committee at the 

December 11th, 2019, meeting if they were 

interested in more templates in GAIL’s email 

editor, BEE. 

Here’s what they said:



Expiring & 
Expired 
Steps Alerts8

Two new email alerts:

❏ The 1st will let you know if any pending steps 

in the upcoming week are due to expire. 

❏ The 2nd will let you know if any pending 

steps the previous week have already expired.

Done! These new email alerts were added to GAIL 

in May 2019.

Additionally, we recently added one more email 

alert for relationships!

GOAL PROGRESS



One-Click 
Historical 
Plans9

To make a current plan historical you need to delete 

all the active pieces involved, this includes plan 

steps and opportunities. 

We will be looking into how a plan can be made 

historical with a single click.

We’ve established that there is broad interest to 

have this implemented in GAIL. It’s currently the 

the queue to be worked on after some other 

projects have been completed. Stay tuned!

GOAL PROGRESS



Other Survey Feedback

“I suggest that if a spouse is deceased then 

on the living spouse's record, that there be 

a way to notice that easily.”

How about doing this with the tile? You 

would see deceased and the constituent's 

name. The red color would match the 

scheme of the flag that you see on the 

constituent's record.

“The donor information tab is very slow to load when a fund has lots of giving history.”

The Fund/Purpose > Donor Information data list is a customized list.  It was added July 2016. The customization is 

a complicated 1200 lines of code which already includes temp tables and CTEs to help with the load time.

“Direct link to the prospect's record in the research 

request queue.”

Having 2 links side-by-side might be confusing, but we 

can definitely do this.  Right now, getting to the 

constituent just requires clicking the existing link to go 

into the research request, then click the constituent link.

Here are some other GAIL user suggestions 

mentioned in the 2019 survey to update you on:



>  Other Survey Feedback
We asked our GAIL Steering Committee at the 

December 11th, 2019, meeting if they were 

interested in relocating the deceased indicator on 

the Primary Relationships info tile. 

Here’s what they said:



But Wait There’s More!

⭐  Mentor/mentee relationships in GAIL

⭐  Segment creation services now offered by Query Team

⭐  Updated education tile and tab on profiles

⭐  Research requests directly from profile

⭐  Helpful, new columns on email statistics page

⭐  UGA Score & Campaign Giving info tiles

⭐  New Events II class and GAIL summer workshops

⭐  Chairs/Professorships of fund added on fund’s related staff tab

As well as working on the suggestions from the GAIL survey, we’ve also implemented some other enhancements in the system. 

Here’s some of the upgrades our teams have added this year!



Questions?
askit@uga.edu   |   (706) 542-8188

mailto:askit@uga.edu

